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the main protagonist of the series rinkarun is a teenage boy whose family is attacked
by his neighbor's child. after being hospitalized, rinkarun gains the ability to shoot
bullets out of his fingers in imitation of a fire bullet. soon after, rinkarun gets the

power of the human version of "morality", and he is assigned to defend the nation
against a foreign invasion force. at first, due to his "underdog" status in the national
bureau, he receives a lot of crap and has to overcome countless obstacles to prove

himself. kinji is the most overprotective friend that she has. kinji doesn't mind if aria is
in danger, but when he finds out that she is actually capable of protecting herself,
he'd only get worried for her safety. aria has a very calm and collected attitude,

usually only showing anger and frustrations in extreme situations. after she started to
live in the outside world, she's not as serious and no longer takes herself as seriously
as before. aria is a key character in the first novel shakugan no shana. as a result, she

appears in most of the shakugan no shana anime. aria is also the protagonist in the
side-story aria, which is not part of the light novel saga, but that is entirely different

from shakugan no shana. aria does not have any siblings in her family. she is not even
related to her closest friends, or any other close relatives. all she has in her life are

her friends, and she keeps them dear to her heart. though the aria series is still
ongoing, the first volume of it has been officially released. aria h. kanzaki is one of the

participants of the special school “butei high school” which is a school which trains
butei high school.
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the story revolves around a police cop, nanashi, who has dedicated his life to hunting down criminals in
the shadows of society. while the people he looks after are mostly normal citizens, he makes sure that

they keep an eye on him; believing that they might be the potential suspects that the criminals will
eventually turn to. while this is mostly the past, nanashi still conducts the same investigation method

and has a tendency of confronting criminals while in the shadows. her mission is to protect aria and her
comrades. one day, with the butei killer still at large, aria is asked to assist in the investigation of ‘butei

high’ (a student at the school), a new terrorist organization that are apparently responsible for the
recent serial bombing at the school. aria is given a mission to take down their leader, who is known as

the ‘butei king’, from hiding out in tokyo tower. the heroine is an exceptional elite student, but her mind
is always on the outside, she is only interested in her butei skills. her opponent is kinji who has a

different approach: he is more interested in real life. she has good omotenashi. she is hiding her real
reason for transferring from a small town. to both of them, this is a challenge, a clash of minds, and

starting something new. hidan no aria aa (m, aria the scarlet ammo) is a japanese manga series
created by kobuichi. as of may 2012, the series has been serialized in young gangan by dogakobo. 13

tankōbon volumes have been released. hidan no aria aa is a manga series written by chgaku akamatsu
and illustrated by kobuichi. this manga is known for the "spy" theme and bishōjo characters. the overall

story revolves around aria-chan and maki, a fellow spy from the assassination department. their
adventures are usually on the edge and they are usually being chased by someone or something. aria-
chan is a bishōjo and maki is a shojo. aria is a specialist in close-quarters combat. she wields a pair of

guns and swords. her guns are called wakizashi and her swords are called nodachi. 5ec8ef588b
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